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About This Game

Having made his way to the house, which seemed long ago abandoned, in order to steal from it all items of value, the main
character understands that the house is not so abandoned. Once inside the house, it is completely locked inside. But there are a

couple of ways to get out of it.

Explore every corner of the house, perhaps somewhere there are things hidden from the eyes.
You will have to move stealthily.

Collect items and keys.
Get out of the house, while taking with you as much value as possible.

Move quietly, they hear and see you.
And do not play with dolls!
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Creative Black Chair
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Minimum:

OS: 64-bit Windows 7, Windows 8.1, Windows 10

Processor: Intel core I5 4570, AMD Ryzen 5 1500X

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 770

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 3 GB available space
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The game is very atmospheric, did not immediately understand what to do , but it's a matter of ten minutes. Very beautiful in-
game graphics and well captured atmosphere of terror! Many times they started, the adrenaline kicked in! Very cool!
10 out of 10!. If you like indie horror games that taunt you and provide a certain degree of difficulty this game is for you! While
its not without its issues the game provides not only a real sense of dread and atmosphere but a few good scares in the form of a
good ol' fashion chase. The game features puzzles and riddles that are difficult to solve and require the player to really explore
their surrounding in order to progress further. It's worth checking out for under $3.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=bj0xjf3XaWo. This game was fun and creepy as hell. I wish it was q bit easier to get away
from the dolls, but it provides a nice challenge!
Hope anyone who plays it makes it farther than me :D
https:\/\/youtu.be\/F4bBK3uaEA0. Game's atmosphere was really good and it kept me spooked for a while then the doll came
into play and that took over for the spooky atmosphere. Game runs smoothly and no problems yet. A great horror game and it's
pretty cheap.

You can judge for yourself if you want I talk a lot to cope plus the doll does not physically show up yet ... but it whispers ... the
whispers... https:\/\/youtu.be\/BYtdQUUHpXs. Quick Video Review: https:\/\/youtu.be\/BDI7VZKwo2g

Feels like a mix between Slender: The Eight Pages and your average Point-n-Click adventure, but spooky.

Explore an abandoned house, steal valuables, and try to escape, all while being stalked by creepy dolls. The lighting helps set the
horror atmosphere while helping add suspense. There is a lot to see and explore that even after roughly 3 hours of play I still
haven't beaten this. Exploration is a big key point for this game. It can be easy to overlook an item or puzzle solution if you don't
take your time to examine every detail in the house.

There are some small annoyances. My biggest peeve is that dresser drawers, cabinets, and other small objects littered around are
not interactable. The house isn't overly huge, and can lead you to getting cornered by the dolls fairly easily. But these are small
nuances, and, to be fair, I suck at games.

If you have the free time and a few dollars to spare, I'd recommend it, especially if you're a fan of the genre. If Point-n-Click
isn't really your thing, then check out a Lets-Play first or pick it up on sale, but I doubt it will disappoint.

Also, game desctiption mentions that the character is a 'he', but your character ingame has boobies. I thought it would be funny
to point out. lol. IT was a very good game ... We liked it ...but it was too damn hard .Game's atmosphere was really good The
dolls were spooky as hell ... We were very thrilled to play the game ..... Creepy yes but seriously wtf how do you survive? I just
keep getting killed. I realised you can hide in the wardrobe but it seems impossible to get past the dolls once they are roaming
around.... When you get killed by clown doll it sounds like girl has \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 just saying
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